Special Orders
Quadro

At Westcon we pride ourselves on
having the biggest selection of
paving stone molds of any
manufacturer in western Canada.

Bowtie

So if your large scale commercial
job requires something unique contact
one of our sales representatives for
more information on our special order
paving stones today.

Hexagon

*Westcon offers custom molds and colours where
50 or more pallets (>5,000 ft2) are required. Custom
order charges will apply. Contact one of our sales
representatives for details.

Square

How to test for a sealed or treated surface...
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Home Owners Tip
Most sealers can be stripped with a
methylene chloride based stripper,
but if possible determine what
sealer was used on the concrete
and contact the manufacturer for
recommendations about removal.
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Home Owners Tip:

Clear Concrete Sealer- Gloss or
Satin finish.
Transparent Concrete StainAssorted colours.

Cement pigments.
Use Granastar products when mixing
concrete, mortar, stucco, or grout
for colourful finishes.

www.westconprecast.com

Edge restraints are crucial in preventing
lateral movement of paving stones and loss
of bedding sand. Weston offers a number
of solutions to hold your paving projects in
place for a lifetime.

Granastar

Concrete Cleaner- Removes
grease and oil stains from
concrete.

19 Riel Drive St. Albert Alberta T8N 1N2

Bric

Alum

To find out if the concrete you’re working with has been stained
or sealed try this simple test: Sprinkle water onto the concrete
surface. If the water beads up or doesn’t appear to soak in, the
concrete is either sealed or too smooth for staining (very smooth
concrete needs to be roughened to take stain).

4412 54th Avenue SE Calgary, Alberta T2C 2B9

A few of the more than 1,000 possible
laying combinations possible with these
special order* paving stones.

Paving Stones - Special Orders & Accessories

Accessories

Octagon

UniSheen/Websheen
4L
Also available: 19L

CurbStone
36” x 9” x 3”
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